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!ASTRONOMY . Galileo~s Triumph_ J 
error was in believing that the earth was the to Count Maurice of Nassau. This was in 1608, 
centre of the heavens, and that the sun, planets and in the same year another Dutchman named 
and fixed stars revolved round it. Jacob Andrianzoon also produced a similar 

Who. In vented the Telescope ? apparatus. · 
• 

Quite a goodly number of people have had the News of the. discovery spread quickly, and 
invention of the telescope fathered on them. It among those who heard of it was Galileo. Its 
has even been suggested that Democritus, the importance was at once recognized by the pro
Greek thinker and traveller who died 350 B.o., fessor of mathematics, who with infinite patience 
used some kind of instrument " that brought and skill set about constructing an instrument 
things nearer," because he gave it as his opinion for himself. He made his first telescope with 
that the Milky Way consisted of countless stars. a piece of organ-pipe, placing a lens at either 
The Laughing Philo- _ end. It only mag-
sopher, as he was THE MUSICIAN WHO TURNE.D ASTRONOMER nified three times, 
called, was certainly but later he made a 
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in advance of the telescope that mag-= - _ 
times, and some of nified thirty times. 
his views are by no With this he saw 
means unscientific in the mountains- on 
our own age, but it the moon's surface, 
is scarcely likely that found that the Milky -
so important a dis- Way was a mass of 
covery as the tele- very faint stars, and 
scope would have discovered the four -

died with him. large satellites of the 
Roger Bacon is planet Jupiter. He-

another name men- also noted the pecu~ 
tioned in this cori- liar appearance of 
nexion. Writing in · Saturn, which was 
or about the year later . shown to be 
1260, he mentions due to a great ring, 
that " from an in- or · a series of rings, 
credible distance we surrounding that -
may read the small- planet. What he 
est letters,'' adding observed through his 
that " a small army telescopes also con-
may appear a very vinced him of the 
great one, ·and truth of Copernicus' 
though very far off, view that the earth 
a very near one. rotates on its axis 
And thus also the and revolves round 
sun, moon and stars the sun, and his 
may be made to Sir William Herschel (1738- 1822), who landed at Dover with a ardent support of 
descend hither in ap- solitary French coin in his pocket, started as a music-teacher, this idea W8JS the 
pearance, and to be became Astronomer Royal, ·and discovered the planet Uranus. cause of difficulties 
visible over the (j{,rom the portra~t by Russelt.) with the Church. 
heads of our enemies.'' This, like so many There is a story that, as he rose from his knees 
other statements · made by the friar, seems after having withdrawn his views before the 
rather of the nature of a prophecy than of an Inquisition, he whispered defiantly, "Neverthe
accomplished fact. (See Bacon, Roger.) . less it does move" referring, of course, to the 

Thomas Digges, who gained fame as muster- earth; but this.is a fiction invented later. 
. master-general of the army which Queen Eliza- Sir Isaac Newton's Discovery 

beth sent to aid the Netherlanders, and also as The modern science of astronomy begins 
the author of several treatises on astronomical with Copernicus (1473-1543), who first saw that 
problems, boldly states that his father had it is the sun, and not the earth, that is _the 
glasses which enabled him to see "what hath centre of what we now call the "solar system." 
been done in private pl.aces at a dista!fce of Other observers confirmed _this theory. The 
seven miles." However this may be, it was next great advances were due to the invention 
only a comparatively short time after the death of the telescope, and the discovery of the law 
of Digges that John Lippershey, of Middelburg, of gravitation by Sir Isaac Newton. · -
actually made a telescope, which he presented The telescope immensely increased our powers 
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